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Once upon a time,
In the small village of Crowington, there
Was a loud thud of footprints that could be heard from
miles around? A large, red creature glared nosily around
his new home. The creature was welcomed by angry
stares from the people who lived there, because it
Wasn't every day they would see a dragon. The dragon
was big with large claws and a spiky tail. Red and yellow
spikes on its tail made the dragon look very scary. The
teeth of the dragon were long and sharp.
The princess heard the news about the dragon in the
village. Her family warned her to stay away from him
but she wasn't that concerned about it.
She thought nothing could happen to her so she
continued with her day.
Meanwhile, the dragon was wondering around the village
Looking very suspicious.





Chapter Two

Kidnapped

It was Bedelia's turn to go to the
supermarket. She was wondering
around the isles of the store, when
surprisingly she was put into a big
black sack and hairy claws were
touching her. The next thing she knew
she was riding in a carriage and
presumed on her way to the docks as
she could faintly smell the sea. When
she opened her eyes she was tied to a
chair with a big bright light shining at
her. Then she saw the dragon... it was
the same one who had recently moved
into the Crowingtown neighbourhood.
She said to him, "Was it you that
kidnapped me? "
"Yes, " replied the dragon. "But why?"
cried Bedelia, "Because I felt like it!"
screamed the dragon ...
Bedelia said no more because a big
hairy fist just knocked her out.
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1. apfer
Drunk Dragon
Sedelia woke up on the bottom of a ship. The

dragon was looking for food down below. The dragon
was looking for food down below. He was rummaging
through the nets and barrels. Sut all he found was the
ships life supply of drink and if you think a human
finding wine is bad you've got another thing coming
because when a dragon goes on the wine it isn't good.
After about 5 minutes of the wine the dragon was as
drunk as anything. He was waddling he was bouncing;
he was saying strange things to Sedelia. After about
an hour the dragon had Sedelia tricked into taking a
glass of wine. Although Sedelia used her common
sense (she did not respect this gift as a child. Luckily
the wise old fairy gave her common sense or she
wouldn't be good in life crises like the one she was in
now.) When all the drink was gone the dragon in an
instance was surprisingly sober again; this was a
brilliant change of events because if he didn't calm
down soon god knows what Bedelia would have had
to do to him (throw him over board possiolyl)
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The dragon found himself in the kitchen
with Bedeila and the cook.
The cook was scared stiff. The dragon kept
asking her to, well ... cook him some
breakfast, but the cook was frozen so the
Dragon ate her instead.
The dragon was still hungry so he went
around the still hungry so he went around
the ship eating everyone he found.
Eventually there was no-one left on the
ship but the Dragon and Bedeila.
At this point Bedeila was starving, but as
she was practical, she knew how to cope.
It was quite lonely for Bedeila only having
a drunken Dragon to talk to but what can
you do?
Infact Bedeila was coping better that the
average human, very calm, very, very
calm ... Too calm!!
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Suddenly, the wind got faster, the waves
got bigger and .... Well that's all that
happened, but it was still worrying. The
Dragon began to panic but Bedeila
remained calm as she was so practical.
The Dragon was funning around
hysterically when the mast of the ship
broke in half. [Probably because of the
Dragons weight. {4 stone}] Bedeila was
smart so she knew how to work this to her
advantage.
"Dragon", Bedeila shouted over the wind.
"I have a way to save the ship".
"How?" demanded the Dragon.
First start jumping up and down as hard as
you can".
"How will that help?" The Dragon asked.
"You'll see" Bedeila said slyly.

When the Dragon jumped up once or twice
the old ship broke in half, the Dragon on
the other.
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When the ship broke, the Dragon
plummeted to the depths of the ocean
never to be seen again. Bedeila swam back
to shore and was met by a handsome
prince. He had heard about the princess
and ca~e ASAP. He brought Bedeila back
to his castle where they got married.
Bedila's mother and father were over-
joyed to see her again and happiness was
restored to the kingdom of Crownington.
There were celebrations for weeks and
Bedeila got to rule a kingdom of her own.

ps. If you were wandering how the
prince found bedeila, Bedeila stole one of
the Dragon's empty beer bottles and put a
note in it.
The note said:
To who ever finds this note. I am Princess
bedeila and I am being held captive on an
old ship by a BIG, red Dragon. I'm going
to trick the Dragon somehow and you must



wait for me at the shore. Whoever finds
me I will marry(ifyou're a man, that is. If
you're a lady you will be richly rewarded.)
That's how the prince found Bedeila and
why they got married.
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